MARGARET DOBBYN

Approval Plan Purchasing in
Perspective
Approval plan purchasing is related to library goals of comprehensiveness, pointing out the interrelated pressures of the university system which have contributed to making this method of purchasing
possible and the defensive techniques used to justify it. Suggestions
are made concerning future possibilities of continuing to build large
collections in individual libraries in the context of present expectations which neglect the all important factor of the use of these collections.

APPROVAL PLAN PURCHASING of domeslously due to the assumption that everytic current publications is dynamic evi- one knows what scholarly is. Another
dence of the conditions which have de- rationalization is reflected in the attiveloped in academic libraries during a tude that anything in print can be disperiod of aflluence, conditions which cerned or distorted to have some meahave made this method of purchasing sure of research value to someone at
possible. In evaluating approval plan sometime for some unknown reason
purchasing the questions to consider are which the future alone will disclose. In
whether it is economical compared to this way actions and explanations are
other methods, and whether it supplies based on remote possibilities removing
the library with needed materials. Al- the librarian further from the reality
though the purposes behind purchasing of decision-making.
As goals become more difficult to debooks for libraries should be clearly defined on the basis of needs or goals, the fine, needs impossible to assess, and crigoals are often described as "stated edu- teria for scholarship deteriorate into becational objectives" and "established ing exemplified by what is published or
program goals,''1 or "maintaining cur- printed, advances in understanding aprent research strength,"2 or "most aca- proval plan purchasing are not evident
demic librarians today agree ...."3 It has although this simple method of purbecome an assumption without attempts chasing came about due to stress situaat explanation (indeed, who can ex- tions which developed in academic liplain it) among research librarians that braries' acquisitions departments. 4 The
the goals are to acquire everything pos- most specific cause of this stress was, of
sible of a "scholarly nature." Even course, the rapid increase in book funds
"scholarly" is often defined only nebu- which had placed heavy burdens on
many acquisition departments. Although
staffs had increased somewhat as the
Margaret Dobbyn is social science librar- book funds had grown, the staff inian at Kansas State University library, Man- creases were often viewed to be insuffihattan.
cient compared to the book fund in-
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creases. Others attribute the growth of
approval plans to the pressures caused
by poor business techniques and technical services procedures. 5 Whatever the
causes for the stress, approval plan purchasing of current domestic publications gave promise of relieving this pressure on acquisition departments.
Along with the immediate stress situation, other factors contributing to the
increase of funds can be traced to increases in expectations, all stemming
from growth of population and affiuence. Colleges expanded to include graduate programs and universities expanded to include more and more subject
areas of research and graduate programs. Standards of criteria based on
numbers of volumes per student and
faculty were developed. 6 University administrations frequently assigned prestige and salary according to research
and number of publications, thus creating a climate in which graduates and
faculty pressure the library to have everything they might want immediately
available in order to publish before
they perish. Ironically, the tremendous
influx of material in print is partly due
to the pressures to publish ( along with
an available market!) spurred on by an
exaggerated reverence toward research,
and competition among scholars to get
the papers and books into print.
The attitudes of the accrediting agencies have been sympathetic to the goal
of supplying scholars with all needed
materials. They produced systems of
counting numbers of volumes and numbers of subscriptions (and gaps in periodical runs!) for each individual library. In short, these agencies have exerted their own unique pressure on the
academic system. 7
As the various pressures operate
throughout the system, the library has
become the machine for adding as many
volumes and subscriptions to each library as book funds will allow. Initiating orders in such quantities became im-

possible for the busy faculty; consequently, the teaching faculty released
more and more of the responsibility for
selection 'to the librarian and thereby
shifted this burden to another desk.
The librarian in turn, as noted above,
has generally centered the problem in
the acquisitions department.
From the agents' view, a plan to supply books for libraries had to be based
on the expectation of broad comprehensive coverage in order to justify a library adopting the approval concept
and discontinuing the former procedure
of placing bids or scattered orders
among many suppliers. The book agent
surveying the above conditions in academic libraries in 1966 logically reached
the conclusion that he would be able to
capture the bulk of the domestic book
market and make a profit by capitalizing on the librarian's goals of comprehensiveness, inefficient procedures, and
a lowering of criteria toward judgment
and selectivity. So he sold his approval
plan package to librarians who were also
anxious to move the problem onto another desk, thereby eliminating some of
the pressures exerted on the acquisitions
department. 8
The approval plan contract, once entered into, needs to be defended because an acquisition program geared to
an approval plan can no longer be based
on needs or values. Discussions of approval plan purchasing of domestic current publications generally center on the
questions of economy, selection of materials, and speed of availability of materials. While some insist that it is an
economically efficient way of procuring
books, others insist that it is not. 9 Those
who advocate that selection is more valuable with the book in hand, know that
very little selection takes place after the
books arrive, and that redundancy, duplication, and an increasing rate of obsolescence are evident in the mass of
print so purchased. The fact is ignored
that the percentage of unscholarly rna-
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terial that is added during the process
clutters the catalogs and shelves and is
available to the unsuspecting student. 10
The literature even presents various justifications for turning over the selection
of what is needed· by the university library to a businessman, whose primary
interest in the academic community is
profit.
Those who argue that the speed of
availability is an important benefit of
approval plan purchasing neglect the
fact that this is actually not important
for the great majority of books so purchased. Then too, after receipt many
volumes are held up for cataloging and
processing, negating in most instances
the supposed value of speedy receipt.
As economy and speed become the
focal points on which to judge approval
plan purchasing, the assumption that
every academic library needs all of this
material is difficult to bring to the forefront and relate to goals, unless, of
course, the goals of academic libraries
have become truly broad, comprehensive
coverage insofar as funds will permit
with a deterioration of criteria on scholarship. In other words, the goals seem
to have become, in reality, "add volumes" and hope that if enough volumes
are added, broad, comprehensive coverage will result.
It is interesting to view Price's logistics curve as related to the future additions of vast quantities of volumes in
libraries. Price states that "In the real
world nothing grows and grows until it
reaches infinity. Rather, exponential
growth eventually reaches some limit,
at which the process must slacken and
stop before reaching absurdity."11 Hope
may exist that something will happen
in libraries to prevent the continuous
addition of volumes toward absurdity. 12

Leveling off may occur, but for a time
the logistics curve will show signs of
fluctuation due to efforts to preserve the
status quo. Indications are that recent
decreases in funds may have already affected the curve. 13 If Mason is correct
in regard to economies, attitudes toward
approval plan purchasing will change
as librarians begin to experience less affluence.14 Perhaps then we can get down
to the business of examining more intelligently Urquhart's first law: The library exists to meet the needs of the
user as economically as possible, and
find more economical ways to serve the
scholar. 15
It is well known that problems proliferate as college libraries become research libraries. The undergraduate library's needs can be more explicitly defined and provided for. 16 Suggestions are
available for alternate systems of providing research materials but they will
be difficult to initiate due to the present
system of expectations which has been
created. Not to be overlooked is the
competition which exists between libraries, and the difficulty of organizing
and implementing alternative patterns
of organization and service. 17
In the meantime, while we wait for
changes in values, attitudes, and behavior in order to effect institutional changes,18 approval plans will continue to be
a means of purchasing books for libraries; library volume counts will continue to escalate even though 50 to 75
percent of the books so purchased will
be little or never used items. 19 Approval
plan purchasing is a simple, easy, expensive method used by some acquisitions
departments to purchase materials,
many of which prove to be unnecessary
and thus create a drain on other aspects
of library operations.
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